San Diego, California, October 17, 2017. As serious is the lead poisoning in San Diego, mainly in children under 6 years, the problem can start where you least think as: paint, dust on the streets, food and cosmetics are Sources of danger, say researchers.

Annually, 100 cases of lead poisoning are recorded in children under 6 in San Diego, however, the actual statistics could be worse, say specialists.

The registration of lead and other contaminants in the waters of school districts such as San Ysidro and Unified School District are proof of the reality of the country, where half a million children have been affected by the consumption of lead, a problem that is also binational.

The California governor's signature on SB 746 over the weekend represents a new hope for parents in the region.

The law stipulates that the state water resources control board conduct research and programs that guarantee a reliable water supply in schools and homes.